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Leila Aboulela

Bird summons

On a road trip to the Scottish Highlands, three
women are visited by the Hoopoe, a sacred bird
whose fables from Muslim and Celtic literature
compel them to question the balance between
faith and femininity, love, loyalty and sacrifice.

Emma Amoscato

Living with allergies

362.19
Living With Allergies provides insight into each
allergic condition, how to cope at different life
stages and information on diagnosis, treatment
and everyday management.

M. J. Arlidge

A gift for dying

A forensic psychologist used to dealing with the
most damaged members of society contends with
a teenager who can predict the nature of each
person's death, as the pair collaborate to protect
potential victims of a serial killer terrorising the
city.

http://ramsey.gov.im/default.aspx/categories/64/Latest-Books/
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Virginia Baily

The fourth shore

In the wake of her husband's death, Liliana heads
back to the Italy of her youth, looking back on her
time as a young woman in Tripoli under
occupation.

Jessica Barry

Freefall

Surviving the plane crash is only the beginning
for Allison. The life that she’s built for herself –
her perfect fiancé, their world of luxury – has
disappeared in the blink of an eye. Now she must
run, not only to escape the dark secrets in her
past, but to outwit the man who is stalking her
every move.

Elizabeth Bear

Ancestral night

A space salvager and her partner make the
discovery of a lifetime that just might change the
universe in this wild, big-ideas space opera from
multi award-winning author Elizabeth Bear.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Steve Berry

Malta exchange

Former Justice Department operative Cotton
Malone is in Italy, on the trail of legendary letters
between Winston Churchill and Benito Mussolini
that could re-write history. But someone else is
after the same letters and, when Malone obtains
and then loses them, he's plunged into a hunt
that draws the attention of the legendary Knights
of Malta.

Samuel Bjork

The boy in the headlights

A new murder bears a striking resemblance to a
mysterious cold case. Furthermore, Mia Kruger
encounters what surely cannot be (though
seemingly is) her dead sister.

Steph Booth

Married to Alzheimer’s:

a life less ordinary with Tony Booth

362.1

When her husband Tony was diagnosed with
Alzheimer's in 2004, Steph Booth had to say
goodbye to life as she knew it. The disease
encroached into their lives, taking away Tony day
by day.

http://ramsey.gov.im/default.aspx/categories/64/Latest-Books/
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C. J. Box

Wolf pack

Joe Pickett is working with Katelyn Hamm, his
counterpart in adjacent Shell County, to trace a
drone operator whose aerial acrobatics have
been stampeding elk and deer to their deaths.
Their investigation will put them both on a
collision course not only with the FBI, but also
with the Wolf Pack, a remorseless quartet of
killers.

Melvyn Bragg

Love without end

Paris in 1117. Heloise, a brilliant young scholar, is
astonished when the famous, radical philosopher,
Peter Abelard, consents to be her tutor. But what
starts out as a meeting of minds turns into a
passionate, dangerous love affair, which incurs
terrible retribution.

Fern Britton

The newcomer

Reverend Angela Whitehorn came to Cornwall to
make a difference. With her husband, Robert, by
her side, she sets about making changes – but it
seems not everyone is happy for her to shake
things up in the small parish, and soon Angela
starts to receive anonymous poison pen letters.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Damien Chazelle

First man

DVD

Oscar-winning director Damien Chazelle and
star Ryan Gosling reteam for the riveting story
behind the first manned mission to the moon,
focusing on Neil Armstrong and the decade
leading to the historic Apollo 11 flight.

Clare Clark

In the full light of the sun

A wayward, young art student, a nervy, middleaged art expert and a mysterious art dealer
converge around the discovery of thirty-two
previously unseen Van Gogh paintings as the
climate of their native Weimar Republic becomes
increasingly fraught.

Harlan Coben

Run away

A daughter thought lost to drugs and an abusive
boyfriend is encountered by the main character in
New York's Central Park. She runs away, forcing
the parent to immerse themselves in a dangerous
and drug-addled gang world.

http://ramsey.gov.im/default.aspx/categories/64/Latest-Books/
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Clive Cussler

Celtic empire

The murder of UN scientists while investigating
mysterious deaths in El Salvador. A deadly
collision in the Detroit river. An attack on an
archaeological site along the Nile. While on a
routine investigation in South America, NUMA
Director Dirk Pitt finds himself caught up in
solving the mystery of these cryptic and violent
incidents.

Dave Eggers

The parade

An unnamed country is leaving the darkness of a
decade at war, and to commemorate the
armistice the government commissions a new
road connecting two halves of the state. Two
men, foreign contractors from the same
company, are sent to finish the highway.

R J Ellory

Three bullets

A new thriller from the author of ”A Quiet Belief
In Angels”, set in an alternative America hinging
on the assassination of John F. Kennedy.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Susan Elliot Wright

The flight of

Cornelia Blackwood
Cornelia Blackwood lives a quiet life. She has no
friends, no children. When she goes to the corner
shop to buy milk, people whisper behind her
back. Her one constant, her rock, is her husband.
But when he doesn't come home from a work
conference, she is left alone to try to pick up the pieces.

Christopher Fowler

Bryant & May:

The lonely hour
In Which Mr May Makes A Mistake And Mr Bryant
Goes Into The Dark. On a rainy winter night
outside a run-down nightclub in the wrong part of
London, four strangers meet for the first time at
4:00am.

Tana French

The wych elm

Toby lays low after a brutal attack, finding solace
in the good memories brought on by a change of
scene to his uncle's rambling home. These efforts
at recovery are thrown off course when he finds a
skull in the garden, and as the detectives
subsequently close in.

http://ramsey.gov.im/default.aspx/categories/64/Latest-Books/
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Mary Gibson

A sister’s struggle

The starving Ruby goes without food to keep her
younger brothers fed in thirties Bermondsey, and
is eventually forced to go to the Methodist Mission
for free food - a decision that splits her family and
sets the course of her life.

Robert Goddard

One false move

His current boss, a shady businessman, is
already making serious money out of Joe's
talents and isn't going to let him go without a
fight. Because the battle now isn't just for Joe's
mind, it's for Nicole's life.

Rosie Goodwin

A maiden’s voyage

Eighteen-year-old Flora Butler is going up in the
world. She has the prized position of lady's maid
to young Constance Ogilvie, and is able to
provide for her beloved parents and four younger
siblings. But Flora's life is turned upside down
when her mistress's father dies in a tragic
accident.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Penny Hancock

I thought I knew you

Jules and Holly have been best friends since
university. They tell each other everything, trading
revelations and confessions, and sharing both the
big moments and the small details of their lives.
So when Jules’s daughter Saffie makes a serious
allegation against Holly’s son Saul, neither woman
is prepared for the devastating impact this will
have on their friendship or their families.

Emma Hannigan

The gift of friends

Kingfisher Road - a leafy, peaceful street in the
town of Vayhill. But there are whispers behind
closed doors. Who is moving into Number 10?
Engaged to handsome, wealthy Justin Johnston,
Danielle appears to her new neighbours to have
the perfect, glossy life. But not everything is as it
seems.

Anna Jacobs

One perfect family

Lancashire, 1934. When Tam Crawford is
unexpectedly bequeathed some money, he can
finally realise his dream of settling down in the
beautiful village of Ellindale. Tam knows he can
be impulsive but this time he is determined not to
be ruled by his big heart and hot head. Yet
somehow, within just one day, he has taken on a
fiancée and two children to keep them out of the poorhouse - or
worse.

http://ramsey.gov.im/default.aspx/categories/64/Latest-Books/
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Milly Johnson

The magnificent Mrs Mayhew

The wife of a promising politician speaks beyond
the restrictions placed on her, and then hides out
in a community that was special to her as a child.
The sense of respite there makes her question
her future.

Sadie Jones

The snakes

A recently married couple go to visit the wife's
brother's hotel in France, only to find the place
dilapidated and the brother's only guests a nest of
snakes. The siblings' parents make a surprise
appearance, causing secrets to rise to the surface
and a tragedy to occur.

Marianne Kavanagh

Disturbance

Sara is lonely. No one talks to her - not even her
bad-tempered workaholic husband or her two
beloved sons. Her solace is her house, the biggest
in the village, hidden away behind high hedges.
Her neighbours have been dying to get to know
her, and they rush to help when Sara is
devastated by a terrible accident. But nothing is
quite what it seems.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Ann Leckie

The raven tower

Gods meddle in the fates of men, men play with
the fates of gods and a pretender must be cast
down from the throne in this breathtaking fantasy
masterpiece.

Laura Legge

Cala

Cala, a stone farmhouse on the edge of a village
in the Outer Hebrides, is home to four women –
witches the locals say – who scratch out a living
on its land. But after ten years of relative
harmony, fractures are beginning to appear
among them.

Donna Leon

Unto us a son is given

As a favour to his wealthy father-in-law, the Count
Falier, Commissario Guido Brunetti agrees to
investigate the seemingly innocent wish of the
Count's best friend, the elderly and childless
Gonzalo, to adopt a younger man as his son.

http://ramsey.gov.im/default.aspx/categories/64/Latest-Books/
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Alexander McCall Smith

The Department of

Sensitive Crimes
Ulf Varg works in Malmo's Department of Sensitive
Crimes. Like all Scandinavian detectives he has
his issues. In his case these include his unresolved
feelings for his colleague, Anna; his impatience
over the seeming incompetence of his irritating
colleague Blomquist; and his concerns for the health of his
hearing-impaired dog, Marten.

Mel McGrath

The guilty party

On a night out, four friends witness a stranger in
trouble. They decide to do nothing to help. Later,
a body washes up on the banks of the Thames –
and the group realises that ignoring the woman
has left blood on their hands. But why did each of
them refuse to step in? Why did none of them
want to be noticed that night?

Temi Oh

Do you dream of Terra-Two

A century ago, scientists theorised that a habitable
planet existed in a nearby solar system. Today,
ten astronauts will leave a dying Earth to find it.
Four are decorated veterans of the 20th century’s
space-race. And six are teenagers, graduates of
the exclusive Dalton Academy, who’ve been in
training for this mission for most of their lives.
Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Helen Oyeyemi

Gingerbread

Perdita Lee may appear your average British
schoolgirl; Harriet Lee may seem just a working
mother trying to penetrate the school social
hierarchy; but there are signs that they might not
be as normal as they think they are. For one thing,
they share a gold-painted, seventh-floor flat with
some surprisingly verbal vegetation. And then
there’s the gingerbread they make.

James Patterson

18th abduction

Detective Lindsay Boxer attempts to protect the
streets of San Francisco from an international war
criminal, drawing on the assistance of her fierce
and courageous friends in the Women's Murder
Club

Robert Radcliffe

The bridge

The Bridge is the final instalment of Radcliffe's
Airborne trilogy which tells the extraordinary story
of a young soldier, a new regiment and how,
together, they changed the course of a war.

http://ramsey.gov.im/default.aspx/categories/64/Latest-Books/
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James Runcie

The road to Granchester

The touching, engaging and surprising origin story
of the Grantchester Mysteries's beloved
Archdeacon, Sidney Chambers, The Road to
Grantchester will delight new and old fans alike.

Craig Russell

The devil aspect

1935. As Europe prepares itself for a calamitous
war, six homicidal lunatics - the so-called 'Devil's
Six' - are confined in a remote castle asylum in
rural Czechoslovakia. Each patient has their own
dark story to tell and Dr Viktor Kosárek, a young
psychiatrist using revolutionary techniques, is
tasked with unlocking their murderous secrets.

Bryan Singer
DVD

Bohemian rhapsody

Bohemian Rhapsody celebrates the band
Queen, their music, and their extraordinary lead
singer Freddie Mercury, who defied convention
to become one of the most beloved entertainers
ever.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Danielle Steel

Silent night

After the loving but overly determined mother of a
child actress dies in a car accident, the actress is
put in the care of a psychiatrist aunt. The pair
attempt physical and emotional healing in this
story of loss, grief and new beginnings.

Peter Swanson

Before she knew him

When Hen and Lloyd move into their new house
in West Dartford, Mass., they're relieved to meet,
at their first block party, the only other seeminglychildless couple in their neighbourhood, Matthew
and Mira Dolamore. When they're invited over for
dinner, however, things take a sinister turn when
Hen thinks she sees something suspicious in
Matthew's study.

Gill Thompson

The oceans between us

A woman is found wandering injured in London
after an air raid. She remembers nothing of who
she is. Only that she has lost something very
precious. As the little boy waits in the orphanage,
he hopes his mother will return. But then he finds
himself on board a ship bound for Australia, the
promise of a golden life ahead, and wonders: how
will she find him in a land across the oceans?

http://ramsey.gov.im/default.aspx/categories/64/Latest-Books/
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M. J. Trow

Black death

Christopher Marlowe had never liked Robert
Greene when he was alive. But when the former
Cambridge scholar is found dead in a cheap
London boarding house, shortly after sending Kit
a desperate letter, Marlowe feels duty bound to
find out who killed him - and why. What secrets
did Robert Greene take with him to the grave?
And why is the Queen's spymaster, Sir Robert Cecil, taking such
a keen interest in the case?

C. J. Tudor

The taking of Annie Thorne

One night, Annie went missing. Disappeared from
her own bed. There were searches, appeals.
Everyone thought the worst. And then,
miraculously, after forty-eight hours, she came
back. But she couldn't, or wouldn't, say what had
happened to her.

David Yates
Fantastic beasts: The crimes
of Grindelwald
DVD
In an effort to thwart Grindelwald’s plans, Albus
Dumbledore (Jude Law) enlists his former
student Newt Scamander, who agrees to help,
unaware of the dangers that lie ahead. Lines
are drawn as love and loyalty are tested, even
among the truest friends and family, in an increasingly divided
wizarding world.
Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary

